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exist, for example, the limits using general regular summation methods. The earliest 
work in this direction is due to L.W. Cohen who considered the limits using general 
regular summation methods including Ces~ro (C, a)-limits in the discrete case. The 
formulations of Chatterji and Masani are the best of those kinds which give necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of (C, 1)-limits. However, Cohen's 
theorem gives only sufficient (somewhat strong) conditions for the existence of 
ergodic limits. We shall introduce a uniformly regular summation method in the 
continuous case and present general necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of ergodic limits using regular summation methods in both the discrete 
and the continuous case. The results obtained are further generalizations of the 
theorems due to the authors mentioned above. 
2.14. Martingales and processes with independent increments 
The Doob-Meyer Decomposition Theorem 
Timothy C. Brown, University of Melbourne, Australia 
Various proofs are available of this fundamental theorem of stochastic processes: 
an attractive one from the intuitive viewpoint is that of Murali-Rao (Math. Scand. 
24 (1969) 66-78). A problem with this and other proofs is that they necessarily 
involve weak-L~ convergence, a form of convergence which is not common in 
probability theory. In particular, the fact that a uniformly integrable sequence of 
random variables is weak-L~ compact is required. A new proof, which like Murali- 
Rao's proceeds from the discrete but does not involve weak-L~ convergence, is 
discussed. 
Some Results about Local Comparability and their Application to Multi-index 
Stochastic Processes 
Pei-de Chen* and Xing-wu Zhuang, Institute of Applied Mathematics, Academia 
Sinica, Beijing, China 
The concept of local comparability was introduced in [1] by G. Zbhganu and 
X.W. Zhuang. The proved: 
(i) The local comparability of sub-families of ~r-fields .(O~I~)-.s~R+ and (O~t 2) t~ R+ ~:) 
Every martingale (w.r.t. (@z)z~R+~) is a strong martingale (the (Fs) property), where 
z=(s,t )~Re+, ~1 ~2= 
(ii) Any two-parameter filtration with local comparability is essentially deter- 
mined by a certain single-parameter filtration. 
After some discussion of the general properties about local comparability, we 
conclude that 
